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	Locator: 07082021
	Reader: Y. Lespar
	Query: Will defendant X be convicted of crime Y in September of 2021?
	Preperceptions: N/A
	Inclemencies: Physically tired
	Mothers: M1FMJ, M2POP, M3AMI, M4CAR
	Chart: Shield
	Interpretation: The repetition of stable figures in the Court possibly suggests that the "jury" will reach a unanimous decision in favor of conviction. This is perhaps supported by the Sentence which is positive to the query, indicating that the prosecution will ultimately "succeed" in proving to the jury that defendant X committed the crime, despite some initial "challenges" by the defense. Alternatively, the stability of the Court could imply that the trial will result in a hung jury, though the Sentence suggests that defendant X will still be found guilty if the case is tried again. In light of this second interpretation, the inactive elements in Populus might indicate that the jury will be somewhat "indifferent" to the evidence presented by the prosecution.The 1st Triplicity appears to highlight the prosecution's "confidence" that the "jury" will reach a guilty verdict, while the 2nd Triplicity may be supporting this prediction, implying that the prosecution will "succeed" in the trial despite some "challenges" that will be faced in the process. M4 (Carcer) may also be supporting this interpretation by implying that defendant X will face "imprisonment", while M3 (Amissio) may be highlighting the cases that defendant X has "lost" in the past as a factor affecting the jury's decision. The 3rd Triplicity Mirrors the 1st, though I struggle to interpret its meaning at this time. The 4th Triplicity mirrors the 2nd and possibly echoes that aforementioned interpretation.Sum: The sum of this chart (106) may imply that the jury will not reach a verdict until the fourth or fifth day of the trial.


